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BANGKOK AIRWAYS
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED

2. Anti-Corruption Policy

The Company has always conducted its business by adhering to Good Corporate  
Governance, business ethics, and laws. Also, the Company has communicated,  
publicized for acknowledgment and understanding of not to demand, or agree to  
receive money, items, or any other benefits, including not to act in the way which may give 
rise to such actions, either for the benefits of the Company, oneself or others; and these 
have been prescribed in the Company’s Code of Conduct as fundamental guidelines for 
our employees.

Additionally, the Company emphasizes the significance of anti-corruption; Policy so that 
the Company’s guidelines of avoiding and opposing corruption issues are more explicit. 
In this regard, the Company’s directors, executives, employees, including the Company’ 
subsidiaries and the businesses over which the Company has controlling power will not 
or support any corruption behaviors in whatever forms and will strictly comply with 
fundamental guidelines in Anti-Corruption Policy, including cooperate with the internal 
audit investigation with an aim to avoid and correct corruption behaviors which may 
arise internally.

The Company has established the following guidelines for preventing corruption:

1. Define the principles for giving or receiving gifts or entertainment as part of the 
 Company’s Code of Conduct. Employees must not offer, demand, receive, or agree  
 to receive money, items, meals, entertainment, or any other benefits which may give 
 rise to the suspicion of bribery and corruption behavior. Gifts received should be  
 modest, and should not be cash or cash equivalents. Employees must always be  
 aware that all actions and non-actions must take into consideration transparency,  
 fairness, and accountability.

2. Set out regulations on procurement, and objectives for entering into transactions,  
 entering into agreements, and disbursement; whereby each step requires definitive  
 supporting documentation, as well as specify approval limits and authorization  
 approvals for each level

3. Arrange to put in place an internal audit system to cover finance, accounting,  
 recording information, and other aspects of accounting and finance to ensure  
 that financial transactions are entered into for approved purposes, and that  
 business is conducted with transparency.

4. Communicate the values of Good Corporate Governance, as well as the Anti-Corruption  
 Policy, to work units within the Company, its subsidiaries, and the businesses over  
 which the Company has controlling power via various channels such as employee  
 training, the Company’s internal communication channels, such as the Company’s  
 website or intranet, to inform the relevant parties to ensure further compliance.
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5. The Audit Committee has the duty to audit and review transactions of the Company  
 to ensure that the Company has sufficient good corporate governance in line with  
 the relevant policies and requirements. If the Audit Committee has found or has  
 any question about any transaction or action which may affect the Company’s  
 transparency in its business operation, the Audit Committee may independently  
 report such a transaction or action to the Board of Directors and/or the President  
 (as the case may be as it deems appropriate) in order for the issue to be addressed  
 timely and appropriately.

6. Establish whistleblower channels for reporting to or filing complaints with the Audit  
 Committee in the event that encounter situations which may constitute dishonest  
 behavior or misconduct by individuals, as well as the Company. Whistleblowers  
 can raise their concerns or file complaints, and submit details and evidence by mail  
 to the following persons at Bangkok Airways Public Company Limited, No. 99 Mu 14,  
 Vibhavadirangsit Road, ChomPhon, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900, based on the type  
 of issue as follows:

Issue Recipient

Violations of the law, dishonest behavior, 
violations of the work rules and Code of 
Conduct 

The President or the highest-ranking officer 
of the Human Resources Department

Matters which affect the reputation and  
image of the Company

The President

Non-compliance with the Code of Conduct 
by Directors

The Chairman, the Chairman of the Audit 
Committee, or the Company Secretary

Irregularities regarding financial transactions The Chairman of the Audit Committee

7. In order to prevent any potential adverse impact on whistleblowers, the Company  
 has put in place mechanisms to protect them by establishing a confidentiality  
 policy regarding their identity. Therefore, if information regarding whistleblowers  
 is disclosed, persons who are responsible for such information shall be subject  
 to disciplinary action in accordance with the Company’s Work Rules.


